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Introduction  
Federation of Fisheries Organizations Uganda (FFOU) was established in 2016 and works to promote 
responsible fishing. The Federation is a legal entity non-profit making, nonpartisan works to advocate and 
represent all fisheries associations in Uganda. It is a National Umbrella Body for most of legally registered 
fisheries associations wish to present its position paper to the Committee on Agriculture, Animal Industry 
and Fisheries highlighting a brief background to Ugandaʼs Fisheries Legal Framework, the salient features 
of the Bill and its remarks on some clauses of the Bill as well as other aspects for which we strongly support 
the Bill with amendments.  
 
Background to Ugandaʼs Fisheries Legal Framework  
Law is informed by policy. There has been a steady evolution of the Ugandan legal framework on fisheries, 
starting with the 1951 Fisheries Ordinance which was re-enacted in 1964 as the Fish and Crocodile Act. In 
2000, this piece of legislation was revised as Fish Act, Cap 197. In 2004, a National Fisheries Policy was 
passed to guide the management and development of fisheries resources in Uganda. This was followed by a 
2011 amendment to the Fish Act to provide for licenses, introduction of currency points and retentions of 
funds.  
 



 
 
 
The National Fisheries and Aquaculture Policy, 2017  
The Fisheries Policy of 2004 was found to be inadequate because it was being implemented using the 
Fisheries Act Cap 197 which had no deterrent penalties. In other words, the law “has no teeth”. Such a 
shortcoming led to wasteful fishing practices that resulted into declining fish stocks. In November 2015, the 
president sought to contain the situation by issuing a directive for security officials to deal with persons 
involved in unlawful fishing activities.  
The 2017 Fisheries Policy is considered as a platform in which to lay the legal framework for more deterrent 
measures in the sector. Essentially, it is a precursor to clothing the presidential directive as an Act of 
parliament. This ‒ it is envisioned ‒ will enhance the sectorʼs overall contribution to overall food production 
in Uganda. According to the policy, “fisheries has been identified as the easiest production activity to be 
carried out at a household level, hence a path way to improved nutrition and food security, income generation, 
and poverty reduction. 
 



The various aspirations contained in this policy are to be given effect through the Fisheries and Aquaculture 
Bill, 2020 that parliament is set to pass into law.  
Salient Features of the Fisheries Bill  
According to the Bill, its objective is to make provisions for;  
 The conservation, sustainable management, utilization and development of the fisheries sector;  

 The integration management of the fisheries sector in order to facilitate the achievement of sustainable 
increases in economic, social and. environmental benefits from fisheries, the conservation, capture, 
farming, rearing, processing and marketing of fish;  

 The licensing and registration of fishing vessels and fishers;  

 The control and regulation of all fisheries and aquaculture production activities and practices, the 
methods of fishing and fishing gear;  

 An enabling environment for equitable sharing of increased benefits from a more productive fisheries 
sector;  

 The establishment and regulation of lake management organizations and gazetting of landing sites;  

 Fish breeding and breeding areas and to provide for the regulation of fish feeds;  

 The control and regulation of all fisheries and aquaculture production activities and practices in an 
integrated manner to achieve conservation and sustainable economic, social and environmental 
benefits for the present and future generations;  

 Administration, management and coordination with local governments and other stakeholders at all 
levels;  



 A sustainably financed Directorate for the management of the fisheries sector with clearly defined 
structures and linkages between the mandates of national and local governments and the private 
sector;  

 The promotion of public participation in the management and conservation of fisheries resources 
including women and youth and other vulnerable groups;  

 The promotion of public private partnerships in fish production, value addition and marketing;  
 



 
 The guarantee of quality and safety of fish and fishery products, including biosafety and biosecurity;  

 The promotion of research-based decision making and sharing of information and data; and  

 The mechanization of fisheries, aquaculture and aquatic weed management.  
 
Clause-Specific Remarks  
Clause 13 of the Bill legalizes the involvement of the army in regulating fishing activities. First, it provides for 
the training of officials from the Fisheries Monitoring, Control and Surveillance Unit in para military skills by 
the UPDF. Furthermore, the minister of agriculture is to work in consultation with the minister of defence on 
a wide range of issues, including arms and ammunition.  
In our opinion, such a provision provides a legal basis for the continuation of acts of torture that have been 
attributed to security officials enforcing the presidential directive. Rather than adopt a militaristic approach 
to fisheries regulation, the law should be adopting a Human Rights Based Approach whereby persons 
suspected of involvement in illegal fishing activities are informed of the charges against them and presented 
to the courts of law within 48 hours for trial in line with the non-derogable right to a fair hearing provided for 
under Article 28 of the Constitution.  
The various roles apportioned to the army under the Bill would be better suited for the Uganda Police Force, 
operating under the Police Marine Unit. The purpose of such an amendment would be to promote human 
rights protection during fisheries operations since the police force is generally considered to be more 
accountable to the civilian populace than the army.  
Clause 21 on the use of reasonable force empowers surveillance officers to use reasonable force while 
carrying out searches and seizures.  



The danger inherent in such a provision is that it does not define the circumstances under which the use of 
force may be warranted, or what may be reasonable. From the experience with enforcing the presidential 
directive on regulating fishing activities, use of force can easily become a default approach for the said 
officers even when the suspects are neither armed nor violent. This poses a threat to a number of 
constitutionally protected rights such as freedom from cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment that is 
guaranteed under Article 24 of the Constitution.  
Whereas the Bill gives the UPDF a role in supporting enforcement of the Bill through application of the Stateʼs 
coercive apparatus, it will be observed that the UPDF Act does not define reasonable force. This therefore 
presents a challenge to human rights protection during operations owing to the fact that the enforcers under 
the Bill are not held to a definite and ascertainable standard of force.  
In our opinion, replacing the armyʼs roles under this Bill with the Police Force would address this potential 
pitfall since reasonable force is defined under the Criminal Procedure Code, which governs arrests by police 
officers. As such, enforcers of the law would have an ascertainable standard of force to have recourse to in 
the varying circumstances of their operations, and be easily held to account for any excesses committed.  
In addition, we call for your attention on the following provisions of important relevant international 
instruments;  
Article 6 of the UNDROP “Right to Life, Liberty and Security of Person (both 6.1 and 6.2: “the right to life, 
(…) and security of person”, “Peasants and other people working in rural areas shall not be subjected to 
arbitrary arrest or detention, (…)”.  
Article 17 of the UNDROP “The Right to Land “(…)States shall prohibit arbitrary and unlawful forced eviction, 
(…), expropriation of land and other natural resources, including as a punitive measure (…)”  
The Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-Scale Fisheries in the Context of Food Security and 
Poverty Eradication (SSF Guidelines) 6.9 “All parties should create conditions for men and women of small-



scale fishing communities to fish and to carry out fisheries-related activities in an environment free of crime, 
violence, (…) corruption and abuse of authority. States should ensure access to justice for victims of inter 
alia violence and abuse (…)”  
Clause 28 potentially excludes fisher folk from co-management structures.  
Considering that fisher folk are key stakeholders in the fisheries sector, it would have been prudent for the 
law to expressly recognize and co-opt them into the various fisheries co-management structures. Without 
such express provision, there is a real likelihood that these proposed structures shall be liable to abuse and 
infiltration by opportunists who have no direct stake as was the case 5 previously with Beach Management 
Units. It is therefore suggested that the fisher folk, under the auspices of producer organizations, partner 
with the government to address fisheries management.  
The following provisions in the UNDROP and SSF Guidelines are worthy noting;  
Article 5. 1 of the UNDROP ”Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to have access 
to and to use in a sustainable manner the natural resources present in their communities that are required 
to enjoy adequate living conditions […]. They also have the right to participate in the management of these 
resources.”  
SSF Guideline 5.15 “States should facilitate, train and support small-scale fishing communities to participate 
in and take responsibility for, taking into consideration their legitimate tenure rights and systems, the 
management of the resources on which they depend for their well-being and that are traditionally used for 
their livelihoods. Accordingly, States should involve small-scale fishing communities ‒ with special attention 
to equitable participation of vulnerable and marginalized groups ‒ in the design, planning and, as appropriate, 
implementation of management measures, including protected areas, affecting their livelihood options.  
 



Participatory management systems, such as co-management, should be promoted in accordance with 
national law.”  
Clause 53 subjects local fishing, which is purely for consumption, to centralized authority.  
While it is recognized that subsistence fisher folk might have been provided for under clause 53 which deals 
with local fishing, it is suggested that their regulation should be decentralized and entirely handled at a local 
government level, not through its subjection to a central authority known as Chief Fisheries Office.  
 
This is because the local government structures are more accessible to the local populace and more ʻuser 
friendlyʼ compared to centralized authorities which are often considered alien and fraught with bureaucracy. 
Therefore, clause 53 of the Bill appears to be running counter to the spirit of Article 176 of the Constitution 
that provides for decision making by government to be decentralized to local structures.  
 
Clause 54 is vague in so far as it provides for licenses and permits without distinguishing between the two.  
Whereas the Bill provides for the regulatory mechanisms of both permits and licenses, these are not 
distinguished either in the interpretation clause or the subsequent provisions. As such, it is confusing when 
one seeks to understand the circumstances that warrant a license and those that 6 warrant a permit. It is 
suggested that the Bill is amended to draw a distinction between the two either in the interpretation clause 
or in subsequent provisions such as clause 54.  
Clause 109 on what constitutes undersize fish is too blanket.  
In our opinion, this provision is too broad because even when using the right fishing gear, some fish like the 
Nile Perch can get entangled in the net as “by-catch”. As such, it is imperative that the law makes exceptions 
for this phenomenon rather than putting it in the realm of criminal offences.  



It is also suggested that the law should clearly set out measurements since some fish might be mature but 
stunted even lakes defers producing different types of fish. This should be clarified further and explained 
through defining what is undersize for all the types of fish from different lakes.  
 
Clause 136 (2) (a) entirely vests in the minister all powers of recognizing representatives of stakeholders in 
the fisheries sector.  
We are concerned that such a provision is prone to abuse by being invoked to deny recognition to Federation 
and other civil society actors who are highly vocal and critical of the excesses in the fisheries sector. Instead, 
we suggest that the provision is rephrased to allow the minister to set out in the regulations an objective 
inclusion criteria which would automatically grant recognition to the Federation and other bodies that qualify.  
 
General remarks  
1. Many players involved in the fisheries sector cut across different segments of the value chain, so requiring 
a separate licence for every activity from fishing to marketing is rather too cumbersome. It is suggested that 
the law should make provision for combined licenses which would enable the holders to seamlessly operate 
across the value chain without the need to seek and obtain a multiplicity of licenses.  

2. The Bill should be harmonized with some important principles from agreed international instruments. For 
instance;  
 The principles in the Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-Scale Fisheries in the 

Context of Food Security and Poverty Eradication (SSF Guidelines) that address 7 policies, strategies 
and legal frameworks concerning small-scale fisheries. The Bill should have a clear human rights-based 
approach, and place the people, rather than fish, in focus.  



 UNDROP includes fishers as UNDROPʼs rights holders and establishes statesʼ obligations to respect, 
protect and fulfil the rights of peasants and other people working in rural areas, including fishers 
(Art.2.1). Notwithstanding the UNDROPʼs non-binding nature, according to international law, states 
shall apply it in good faith and can take this as a guide for the adequate implementation of the human 
rights treaties they have ratified, including the ICESCR and the ICCPR  

 Article 16(1) of UNDROP states that peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to 
an adequate standard of living for themselves and their families, and to facilitated access to the means 
of production necessary to achieve them, including production tools, technical assistance, credit, 
insurance and other financial services. They also have the right to engage freely, individually and/or 
collectively, in association with others or as a community, in traditional ways of farming, fishing, 
livestock rearing and forestry and to develop community-based commercialization systems  

 
3. Generally speaking, the way the Bill is being tabled with adequate public participation as required by the 
law and transparency (Consultation and Participation is also one of the Guiding Principles (6) of the SSF 
Guidelines.  
 
4. With regard to nkolongo fish, it will be noted that a delicate balance ought to be maintained between their 
numbers and those of other species such as Nile Perch in order for the fisheries sector to be sustainable. 
However, the current legal regime prohibits the catching of nkolongo fish on Lake Victoria. It is therefore 
suggested that Uganda could benchmark from South African law which provides for annual permits for 
catching nkolongo so that their numbers do not overwhelm the lake eco system and pose an existential threat 
to species such as Nile Perch.  
 



More importantly, The Federation of fisheries Organisations of Uganda (FFOU) recognises the ʻFishing 
Holidayʼ to be integrated in the amended bill as of the best practices already implemented by other countries 
globally.  The fishing holiday will give room for aquatic species to multiply and grow steadily without being 
interrupted.  
 
FFOU has also designed and published a Fisheries code of conduct in consultation with stakeholders which 
was commissioned on September 2017 and has also played a big role to senstise the community on 
responsible Fisheries. Some of the best practices can be borrowed to comprehend the amended bill (Copy 
attached). 
 
Conclusion  
The Bill, in its current form, poses threats to various human rights of both a civil and political nature such as 
freedom from torture and the right to a fair hearing, as well as those of an economic, social and cultural 
nature such as the right to adequate food.  
 
The Federation of Fisheries Organizations Uganda wish to thank the Clerk to Parliament for the opportunity 
to be invited to give its views or proposals in the Bill to be presented to the Committee on Agriculture, Animal 
Industry and Fisheries for Consideration.    
 
SIGNED BY:  
  
 Federation of Fisheries Organization in Uganda (FFOU) on behalf of all consulted affiliated Associations 
below 



NO. NAME OF ASSOCIAT ION AREA OF OPERAT ION & OFFICE LOCAT ION 

1. 
UGAN DA FISH ING INDU STRY RESEQUE OPERATION  TEAM 
(UFIROT) LAKE VICTORIA/ KAMPALA 

   

2. NATIONAL BARIAʼS ASSOCIATION U GANDA LIMITED ‒ (NBAU) LAKE VICTORIA/ EN TEBBE 

   

3.‒ HISTORICAL FISH ERS AN D TRADERS BAKASANGWAWO 
ASSOCIATION U GANDA LAKE VICTORIA/ MUKONO 

 (HFTBAU )  

   

4. 
LAKE ALBERT FISH TRADERS AN D TRAN SPORTERS ASSOCIATION 
(LAFTTA) LAKE ALBERT/N TOROKO TOWN COUNCIL 

   

5. UGAN DA INTERGRADED FISH SU PPLIERʼS   ASSOCIATION LAKE VICTORIA/ KAMPALA 

   

6. 
KAMPALA FISH ERS AND FISH MONGERS COOPERATIVE SOC IETY 
(KAFIMOCS) LAKE VICTORIA/ KAMPALA MAKERERE 

   

7. 
LAKE ALBERT ASSOC IATION OF FISH ERS AND EN VIRONMENTAL 
ASSOC IATION LAKE ALBERT/ MASIN DI 

   

8 LAKE ALBERT MU KEN E AN D LAGOGI LAKE ALBERT/ BU LIISA 

 3  FISH ERS PROCESSORSʼ ASSOCIATION  

9. BUSIA FISH MONGERS COOPERATIVE SOC IETY LAKE KYOGA/ BU SIA TOWN 

10. BUSIA FISH MONGERS ASSOC IATION LAKE KYOGA/ BU SIA TOWN 
   

11. UGANDA FISH MOW TRADERS ASSOC IATION OLD KAMPALA 

12. TWEJWEN GE FISHERʼS GROU P LAKE ALBERT/ KYEHORO LAN DING SITE 

13. KALANGALA FISH ING ASSOC IATION LAKE VICTORIA/ KALAN GALA TOWN C OUNCIL 

   



14. KALANGALA FISH ERIES FORU M LAKE VICTORIA/ KALAN GALA TOWN C OUNCIL 

15. 
NAMABERE FISHERS AN D FISH MON GERS COOPERATIVE  SOC 
IETY BUIKWE, N YENGA 

   

16. AFRICA AQU APON ICS ASSOC IATION WAKISO, N SANGI, BUDDO NEAR BUDDO SS 

17. 
AFRICA AQU APON ICS C OMMU NITY FISH FARMERS C 
OOPERATIVE SOC IETY WAKISO, NSANGI, BUDDO LC 1 

   

18. 
BUSEGA   ASSOC IATION  OF  WOMEN  SMALL  SCALE  FISH  
TRADERS  AN D KIBU MBIRO BBU SEGA 

 PROCESSING  
   

19. MASIN DI PORT WOMEN FISHIN G C OMMU NITY ASSOC IATION MASINDI TOWN C OUN CIL KABALEGA ROAD 

   

 FISHERIES ASSOC IATION AN D NETWORK (FAN) WAKISO 
   

20. 
NTOROKO LANDIN G SITE YOU TH FISHING SAVINGS AND C REDIT 
COOPERATIVE NTOROKO TOWN C OU N CIL 

 SOC IETY  
   

21 NYENDO TWEGATE MARKET FISH ER'S ASSOC IATION KASEN SERO LANDING SITE 
   

22 
MASAKA WOMEN FISH IN G C OMMU N ITY DEVELOPMEN T ASSOC 
IATION MASAKA TOWN 

   

23 GREATER BU SOGA LAKE VICTORIA FISH ERIES ASSOCIATION DOLWE LAN DIN G SITE (ISLAN D) 
   

24 
BUGU LA   ASSOCIATION   OF   WOMEN   SMALL   SCALE   FISH   
TRADE   AND 

BUGU LA KATOSI  

PROCESSING   

25 UGAN DA FISH FARMERS ASSOCIATION RAKAI 
   

26 MASAKA DIMO LAN DIN G SITE WOMEN FISH ING GROU P MMASAKA DISTRIC T 



   

27 KALANGALA FISH ERS DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION KAN LAN GALA 

28 BUDHAGALI BUSINESS GROUP (FISH FARMERS) JIN JA 

 
29 

FISHERIES STUDENTS ASSOCIATION OF MAKERERE U NIVERSITY - 
FISAM MAKERERE UNIVERSITY 

30 MASAKA FISH FARMERS ASSOCIATION MASAKA TOWN 
   

31 
HOPE REVIVAL AGENCY FOR RURAL  DEVELOPMENT (H ORARD) FISH 
FARMERS LIRA TOWN AN D PARLIAMENT AVENUE 

K'LA/MASESE/BU IKWE 
 

GROU PS   

   

32 KYOTERA FISH FARMERS ASSOC IATION 
KYOTERA   

   

33 SEKALALA EN TREPRISES 
BUIKWE   

   

34 SAN DS FISH FARM BAH AI ROAD KAMPALA 

   

35 SALAMA IN TEGRATED FISH FARM 
BUSIA   

   

36 PEARL AQU ATIC S U GAN DA 
GARUGA EN TEBBE-WAKISO 

  

   

37 PUKURE IN TEGRATED FISH FARM 



  GU LU 

   

38 WALIMI FISH C OOPERATIVES SOCIETY BUGAN DA ROAD KAMPALA 

   

39 FISH DEALERS AND PROC ESSORS ASSOCIATION KASAALI B-  BUVUMA 
   

40 KOJJA FARMERS ASSOC IATION BUVUMA 

42 TWEKEMBE FISH IN G ASSOC IATION GROU P BUVUMA 
   

43 ABAN AKU TU YAMBAGANE GROUP BUTAAWA-BUVUMA 
   

44 MAGEZI BU GAGA FISH PROC ESSORS AND TRADERS BUVUMA 
   

45 POVERTY ALLEVIATION WOMENS GROUP BUVUMA 
   

46 WOMEN OF H OPE KATOSI-MU KONO 
   

47 KATOSI MUKENE FISH ERS AN D PROCESSORS ASSOC IATION KATOSI-MU KONO 
   

48 KAKU NYU GROU P KATOSI-MU KONO 

49 KATOSI KAVU MBUSE GROU P KATOSI ‒ MU KONO 

50 BUKANAMA ENTERPRISES LTD KATOSI- MU KONO 

51 KIPAN GAN I LANDING SITEFISH IN G ASSOCIATION(KIFA) AMOLATAR DISTRICT 
   

52 AARAPOO PARISH FISHERMEN ʼS ASSOC IATION ʻAʼ SERERE DISTRIC T 

53 
NAMASALE FISH IN G AND FISH MARKETING COOPERATIVE SOC IETY 
LTD AMOLATAR 

   

53 KAGWARA PORT FISH ERMEN ASSOC IATION SERERE DISTRIC T 
   

54 KOLOLO FISH IN G ASSOCIATION SOROTI DISTRIC T 



55 KASU BI AMOLATAR FISHIN G C OOPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD AMOLATAR 
   

56 
NAMASALE TOWN COUN CIL C OOPERATIVE SAVIN GS & CREDIT SOC 
IETY LTD AMOLATAR 

57 MAJANJI FISH MONGERS ASSOCIATION BUSIA DISTRIC T 
   

58 MADU WA LAKESIDE FISHERS ASSOC IATION BUSIA DISTICT 
   

59 MASIN DI DISTRIC T FARMERS ASSOC IATION MASINDI DISTRIC T 
   

60 NAKASONGOLAFISH ER FOLK COOPERATIVE SOC IETY LTD  

   

61 KAISO FISH C ON SERVATION GROU P HOIMA DISTRIC T 
   

62 CAN N YUTH U YORE ABICAMO SERERE DISTRIC T 
   

63 CEN TRAL WARD BROCKERS U NITED FISH ERMEN ʼS ASSOC IATIOB H PAKWAC H DISTRICT 
   

64 DIKIRI BEN WOMEN GROU P HOIMA DISTRIC T 

65 BOOMA PARISH VETERAN S  EMYOGA ASSOCIATION BULIISA DISTRICT 
   

66 ABAGAMBAKAMU FARMERS FISH ERS AN D TRADERS GROU P HOIMA DISTRIC T 

67 BUDYEBO FISH ER FOLK C OOPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD NAKASONGOLA DISTRIC T 
   

68 KASILO FISHERMEN SACC O KASILO 
   

69 OKIDI FISHERIES ASSOC IATION OKIDI PARISH 
   

70 PIKWO SINGILA B GROU P PAKWAC H DISTRICT 
   

71 PAN YIMUR OFF LOADERS GROUP PAKWAC H DISTRICT 

72 PAKWAC H TOWN COUNCIL C AGE FISH FARMING ASSOCIATION PAKWAC H DISTRICT 



 (PATOC NU C AFA)  

   

   

73 MASIN DI FISH FARMERS ASSOCIATION MASINDI DISTRIC T 

   

74 BOOMA NIGINI WOMENʼʼS GROUP BULIISA DISTRICT 

75 KARIN GI IKIRA FISHERIES COOPERATIVE SOCIETY MASINDI DISTRIC T 
   

76 OC ERE WATERSHED PAKWAC H I 

77 AGALYAWAMU DU PG MALEMBO- MASAKA 
   

78 MALEMBO WOMEN FISHERIES GROUP MASAKA DISTRICT 

79 TWEZIMBE DEVELOPMENT GROU P DIMO-MASAKA 
   

80 MU SAMBWA ISLANDS JOINT CONSERVATION (MJICO) MALEMBO-MASAKA 
   

81 BAJJA FRIENDS ASSOCIATION KALANGALA DISTRIC T 
   

82 ZINUNULA MUNAKU WOMEN GROUP DIM0- MASAKA DISTRIC T 
   

83 POVERTY ALLEVIATION WOMEN GROUP BUVUMA DISTRIC T 

84 FISHER DEALERS AND PROCESSORS ASSOCIATION KASALI BBUVU MA 
   

85 MADUWA U N ITED FISHERSʼ ASSOCIATION BUSIA 



 


